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Shoei x 14 aerodyne

Before order importing on order only delivery time 25-30 days In the last few years there are few helmets that have generated as much interest as the introduction of the Shoei X-14 helmet, and for good reason. This is a real juggernaut of stripes, and every line, every angle and every curve has been designed specifically to get the most
out of you and your machine. No wonder the world's most sophisticated racers are already slinging at the highest levels of Aerodynamic Shell Design Aerodynamic properties are maximized through extensive testing of wind tunnels and feedback from professional dual-layer multi-density eps liner riders increases the impact of abSorption
and ventilation Shell of five EPS-size liners represents an increased attachment option to comfortably shut down u head-kick EPS barking after whole bar beard with Cheek Pad Rashladni system Standard flaps behind the flaps are watered down unasuple, im concealed to adjust aerodynamics, U dependencies on rider desire i track
request of the Exhale Lower Air Spoiler can be testified on the chin bar how to improve aerodynamic stabilization ventilation ventilation system Upper ventilation fan is positioned how to maximize air volume u interior kaciga Top outlet is a fan separate from the Rear Stabilizer which allows it to be positioned for optimal flow ventilation Lic
Pad Cooling System includes channels that cross through eps lining and corresponding air holes in the cheek foam cushion, cooling i clean, moist air from rider's cheek dah guard and beard zavjesa was lightweight, Advanced Integrated Matrix Plus (AIM+) High performance train materials are combined with an extremely elastic organic
train for the construction of that ultra-hungry, rigid, i resistant 3D Max-Dry Interior System Cio interior lining (facial crib, upper bases, i flaps for chin straps) can be removed for clean and replace the optional thicknesses for flexible fit face cribs and centre lining how to allow the rider to position/ugao kacice for up to 4° , increasing the upper
field of vision while crammed into extreme racing positions comfortable, 3D Max-Dry liner material resists i disipa sweat and moan two times faster than traditional nylon interiors, holds aggressive riders cold and dry E.Q.R.S. (Emergency Quick Release System) allows rushed medical staff to use kacigom injured riders, moaning lacquer
removal kacigom from the head Extra comfort provided by ear pads, remable breath guard, and chin curtain Standard Chin-Remen Clip Niceatly secures chin remen CWR-F Shield and QR-E System QR-E base plate system allows for tool-less shield removal and installation Exclusive patent pending Vortex Generators on shield reduce air
trection Scratch-resistant and Pinlock EVO Fog Resistant System 99% protection against harmful UV A&amp;B rays All new dual shield locking mechanism prevents unwanted shield openings Before order Import on order only Delivery time 25-30 days [/des] In the last few years there are few helmets that have generated as much interest
as the introduction of helmets Shoei X-14, I do this for good reason. This is a real juggernaut of stripes, and every line, every angle and every curve has been designed specifically to get the most out of you and your machine. No wonder the world's most sophisticated racers are already slinging at the highest levels of Aerodynamic Shell
Design Aerodynamic properties are maximized through extensive testing of wind tunnels and feedback from professional dual-layer multi-density eps liner riders increases the impact of abSorption and ventilation Shell of five EPS-size liners represents an increased attachment option to comfortably shut down u head-kick EPS barking after
whole bar beard with Cheek Pad Rashladni system Standard flaps behind the flaps are watered down unasuple, im concealed to adjust aerodynamics, U dependencies on rider desire i track request of the Exhale Lower Air Spoiler can be testified on the chin bar how to improve aerodynamic stabilization ventilation ventilation system Upper
ventilation fan is positioned how to maximize air volume u interior kaciga Top outlet is a fan separate from the Rear Stabilizer which allows it to be positioned for optimal flow ventilation Lic Pad Cooling System includes channels that cross through eps lining and corresponding air holes in the cheek foam cushion, cooling i clean, moist air
from rider's cheek dah guard and beard zavjesa was lightweight, Advanced Integrated Matrix Plus (AIM+) High performance train materials are combined with an extremely elastic organic train for the construction of that ultra-hungry, rigid, i resistant 3D Max-Dry Interior System Cio interior lining (facial crib, upper bases, i flaps for chin
straps) can be removed for clean and replace the optional thicknesses for flexible fit face cribs and centre lining how to allow the rider to position/ugao kacice for up to 4° , increasing the upper field of vision while crammed into extreme racing positions Comfortably, the 3D Max-Dry helmet liner material absorbs and splits sweat and
moisture twice as fast as the traditional nylon interior, retains aggressive riders cold and dry E.Q.R.S. (Emergency Quick Release System) omoguca nugden medically cheek lobster that with kacigou injured riders, omoguci lakse removal kacigom from the head Extra comfort obuhvacen ersive natlimate, removable daesh, i beard envied
Standard Chin-Strap Clip Neatly secures chin tail CWR-F Shield and QR-E System QR-E Plate system allows removal and installation of shield with less tools Exclusive patent pending Vortex Generators on shield reduce friction air coating resistant scratches and Pinlock EVO Fog Resistant System 99% protection against harmful UV
A&amp;B rays All new dual shield locking mechanism prevents unwanted shield openings &gt; We have updated our privacy policy. Click here to review the updates. Accept Fullscreen Zoom The Cycle Gear Difference 30-day Best Price Guaranteed Free Shipping Over $49 No-Hassle Returns View Details Shoei HelmetsFull Face
HelmetsSportbike Helmets Shape: Intermediate Oval Weight: 3.62 lbs. What's this? The Shoei X-Fourteen helmet is a proven competitive weapon for those who are unwilling to sacrifice a single detail when it comes to high-quality performance. Extensive testing of wind tunnels increases the aerodynamic effects of aim+ shell shape. From
a double shield locking mechanism that prevents unwanted shield openings to a removable Lower air spoiler that can be fitted to the chin bar to improve aerodynamic stabilization, the Shoei X14 helmet is the choice for champions. Aerodynamic shell Design Aerodynamic properties are maximized by extensive testing of wind tunnels and
feedback from professional cyclists Double-layer multi-layer EPS liner increases impact absorption and ventilation Four shells and five EPS li Sizeners present increased fit options that help to comfortably fit most head sizes absorbing EPS liner through the Cheek Pad Cooling System Standard Rear Flaps can be replaced by optional,
narrower flaps to customize aerodynamics, U dependencies on rider's desire i track requires Removable Lower Air Spoiler can be mounted on the chin bar to improve aerodynamic stabilization Ventilation system Upper ventilation ventilation fan is positioned so that maximum remode u kacigo Interier outlet ventilation is separate from the
Rear Stabilizer, allowing it to be positioned for optimum flow-through ventilation Cheek Pad Cooling System features channels cut through the EPS liner and corresponding air holes in the cheek pad foam , cooling and purification of warm, moist air away from the rider's face Breathing guard and beard curtains included Lightweight,
Advanced Integrated Matrix Plus (AIM+) High performance fibrous materials are combined with extremely elastic organic fibers in the shell construction for a construction that is ultra light, rigid and resistant 3D Max-Dry Internal System Entire inner lining (cheek pads, The upper liner, i flaps for chin straps) can be removed for clinging i
zamjenjuju with an optional thickness for flexible fit face lining i center lining how to allow riders to position/ugao kacige for up to 4°C, increase upper vique, a shreaded u.S. extreme position Racing Comfortable, 3D Max-Suhi kaciga liner material upija i i Sweat and moisture twice as fast as traditional nylons inside, retains aggressive
cyclists cold and dry E.Q.R.S. (Emergency Quick Release System) allows emergency medical personnel to easily remove facial pads from the helmet of an injured cyclist, omoguing laxative removal of kacigom from the head Extra comfort provided by ear pads, remable breath guard, and chin curtain Standard Chin-Strap Clip Neatly
secures chin remen CWR-F Shield and QR-E System QR-E base plate system allows for tool-less shield remove and installation Exclusive patent inding Vortex generators on the nod of air friction Coating removed on scratches i Pinlock EVO Fog Resistant System 99 % protection from harmful UV A&amp;B air New mechanisms for
locking double shields stita unwanted openings Note: U according to the manufacturer's restrictions, Shoe products can only be weeded to addresses in the United States. Read More Product Style Item # Shop SKU Manufacturer Product # Availability Product Style Gray/Black/XS Item #1757704 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product #0104-
2604-03 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style Gray/Black/SM Item # 1757705 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2604-04 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your email address below that you want to notify when this product is available. Product Style
Grey/Black /MD Item #1757706 Store SKU 463819 Manufacturer Product #0104-2604-05 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style Gray/Black/LG Item # 1757707 Store SKU 463820 Manufacturer Product #0104-2604-06 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your
email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style Gray/Black/XL Item # 1757708 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2604-07 Availability In Stock: Ships in 24 Hours Product Style Gray/Black/2XL Item # 1757709 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2604-08 Availability Out of Stock: Unesite
your e-mail adresa u below to be notified when these items are available. Product Style XS/ Blue/Black Item # 1757698 Store SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2602-03 Availability In Stock: Ships within 24 hours Product Style SM/Blue/Black Item #1757699 Store SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2602-04 Availability Out of Stock: Enter
your email email below address to be notified when this item is available. Product Style MD/Blue/Black Item # 1757700 Store SKU 463813 Manufacturer Product # 0104-2602-05 Availability Not in Stock: Enter the email address below that you would like to notify when this product is available. Product Style LG/Blue/Black Item #1757701
Store SKU 463814 Manufacturer Product # 0104-2602-06 Availability Not in Stock: Enter below address you want to notify when this product is available. Product Style XL / Blue/Black Item # 1757702 Store SKU Manufacturer Manufacturer # 0104-2602-07 Availability is not in stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed
when this item is available. Product Style 2XL/Blue/Black Item #1757703 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product #0104-2602-08 Availability is not in stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style XS/Gold/Black Item #1757710 Store SKU Manufacturer Product #0104-2609-03
Availability In Stock: Requires 3-5 business days of lead time before shipment Product Style SM/Gold/Black Item #1757711 Store SKU Manufacturer Product #010 4-2 609-04 Availability In Stock: Requires 3-5 business days of lead time pre shipment Product Style MD/Gold/Black Item #1757712 Store SKU 463825 Manufacturer Product #
0104-2609-05 Availability In Stock: Requires 3-5 Business Days duration Before Shipment Product Style 2LG/Gold/Black Item #1757713 Store SKU 463826 Manufacturer Product #0104-2609-06 Availability In Stock: Ships within 24 hours Product Style XL/Gold/Black Item #1757714 Store 24 Hours Product Hours Product Style Style
XL/Gold/Black Item #1757714 StoreSKU Product # 0104-2609-07 Deliverability In Stock: Requires 3-5 Business-Given Duration Before Shipment Product Style 2XL/Gold/Black Item #1757715 Store SKU Manufacturer Product #0104-2609-08 Availability Only 3 Left Only 3 Left : Requires 3-5 business days of lead time before delivery
Product style XS / Red/black item # 1757692 Shop SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2601-03 Availability not in stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style SM/Red/Black Item #1757693 Store SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2601-04 Availability is not in stock: Enter your
email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style MD/Red/Black Item # 1757694 Store SKU 463807 Manufacturer Product #0104-2601-05 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style LG/Red/Black Item #1757695 Store
SKU 463808 Manufacturer Product #0104-2601-06 Availability Not in Stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. Product Style XL/ Red/Black Item # 1757696 Store SKU Manufacturer Product # 0104-2601-07 Availability not in stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed
when this product is available. Product Style 2XL/Red/Black Item #1757697 Store SKU Manufacturer Product #0104-2601-08 Availability is not in stock: Enter your email address below to keep you informed when this product is available. We're always looking for better for our customers. Tell us what you like, what's missing, or what's
broken. Leave feedback
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